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PARKE'S DIVE. 
Salisbury Plain, Sunday, August 25th. 

H E R E is the true story of one of the worst experiences in mid-air 
from which any pilot_ has extricated his machine in absolute safety, 
and as the circumstances precisely represent the hypothesis of the 
most debated problem among pilots at the present time, the following 
particulars should be studied with the'closest attention by all. 

At four minutes past six this morning Lieut. Parke, R .N. , accom-
panied by Lieut. Le Breton, R .F .C . , as observer, started on the 
Avro biplane (60-h.p. Green engine) from Salisbury Plain for the 
three hours' qualifying flight in the Military Trials. At ten minutes 
past nine, having more than completed the required duration, he was 
returning from the direction of Upavon for the express purpose of 
alighting in front of the sheds. 

The direction of flight was practically towards due south ; the 
wind was blowing approximately from the south-west, with a 
tendency to back southwards. He was, therefore, flying virtually up 
wind. The speed of the wind was estimated about 10-15 m.p.h. by 
the pilot, and the maximum air speed of the machine with the 
present propeller is about 60 m.p.h. , as tested over the measured 
distance yesterday. The engine was pulling well, and the machine 
in perfect trim. There was bright sunshine and some clouds. 

Throughout the flight an altitude of between 600 and 700 ft. 
was maintained, and the pilot, observing that he was still at this 
height, decided that he had sufficient room for a spiral glide. At 
the point A, in the diagram, he closed the throttle without switching 
off (which kept the engine just turning) and immediately proceeded 
to glide round down wind. At the point B, having completed a 
half spiral, Parke thought the machine was in an unnecessarily steep 
attitude, and was insufficiently banked for the turn he was making. 
He therefore elevated, and believes that he may also have given a 
momentary touch to the warp, which two operations were for the 
purpose of reducing the steepness of the descent and increasing the 
bank respectively. 

The machine at once started a spiral nose-dive. 
At the point C, Parke opened the throttle full out, in the hope 

that the propeller might pull the nose up, for he was aware (and had 
also confirmed the fact during this flight) that the machine was 
slightly nose-heavy with the throttle closed. The engine responded 
instantly, but failed to produce the desired effect on the machine ; it 
may or may not have accelerated the descent, but the fall was 
already so rapid that the maximum engine speed was unlikely even 
to be equal to it. 

Also at the point C, he drew the elevator lever hard back against 
his chest and put the rudder hard over to the left with his foot so as 
to turn the machine inwards, this latter being the principle of action 
that is accepted as proper in cases of incipient side-slip, and, there-
fore, naturally to be tried in an emergency such as this. The warp 
was normal, i.e., balanced with the control wheel neutral. These 
operations failed utterly to improve the conditions. 

From C to D the machine was completely out of control, diving 
headlong at such a steep angle that all spectators described it as 
vertical and stood, horror stricken, waiting for the end. According to 
Parke, the angle was very steep, but certainly not vertical; he noticed 
no particular strain on his legs, with which he still kept the rudder 
about half over to the left (about as much as is ordinarily used for a 
turn), nor on his chest, across which he was strapped by a wide belt 
to his seat. His right hand he had already removed from the control 
wheel in order to steady himself by grasping the body strut forming 
an upright between the windows of the enclosed body. This he did, 
not for support against the steepness of the descent, but because he 
felt himself being thrown outwards by the spiral motion of the 
machine, which he describes as " violent." The absence of pressure 
on the legs and arms appears to me, however, to be evidence that 
the machine was falling as fast as the pilot, who was, therefore, 
unstable on his seat, and without a fulcrum until he fastened himself 
to the framework by the grip of his hand. 

It was his recognition, through this forcible effect, of the pre-
dominating influence of the spiral motion, as distinct from the dive, 
that caused him to ease off the rudder and finally push it hard over 
to the right (i.e., to turn machine outwards from the circle), as a last 
resource, when about jo feet from the ground. 

Instantly, but without any jerkiness, the machine straightened 
and flattened out—came at once under control and, without sinking 
appreciably, flew off in perfect attitude. Parke made a circuit of 
the sheds in order to get into position for landing in a good place up 
wind, and proceeded to alight in the usual way without the least 
mishap. Thus did he and his observer, who, having no belt and 
rather cramped accommodation, was thrown up against the front wall 
of the cabin, escape at the last moment from what looked like certain 
death and effect a perfect landing with the machine none the worse 
for its severe straining save for a slight stretching of some of the lift-
wires under the main planes. 

Like the majority, I was at breakfast when the dive occurred ; 
for, having watched the Avro during the earlier part of its flight and 
up to the end of its second hour, its uniform behaviour inspired 
a confidence that one was not loathe to translate into an excuse for 
leave. Very soon afterwards, however, I saw Lieut. Parke on the 
field, and, together with t i . de Havilland and F . Short, of the 
R .A .F . , adjourned to the competitors' mess, where we held an 
informal, but extremely close, enquiry into the whole affair. It was 
so obvious to all that the problems of the accident were so near to 
having to be discussed under the shadow of the pilot's absence, that 
the opportunity of recording on the spot the essential facts anil im-
pressions as he understood them was not only unique, but of the 
utmost consequence to aviation. His own anxiety to facilitate this 
work for the benefit of others, and the fact that he retained his 
presence of mind from first to last in the emergency—although 
admittedly terribly alarmed—so that he was consciousof each operation 
and the effect produced serves to give to the aviation world at least 
one definite experience of an extreme character for its guidance. 

The seriousness of the situation there is no denying. Parke 
himself stared death in the face ; most of the spectators sickened 
for the crash, and among them were those who were also furious in 
the belief that he had attempted a " stunt " and failed. There was 
some reason for this belief, because the machine behaved throughout in 
a perfectly smooth, normal manner, despite its extremely exaggerated 
attitude, and when it flattened out so nicely at the last moment 
even those who had been convinced they were witnessing an accident 
were left in doubt, whether, after all, it had not been intentional. 

If disaster had followed, all manner of "explanat ions" would 
have been forthcoming, and, among them, de Havilland would have 
given it as his opinion that the control had become jammed, having 
regard to the fact that there was no excuse otherwise for a pilot of 
such experience to get himself into that position. With this latter 
observation Parke himself heartily agrees ; but it happened all the 
same. He was not tired after his flight, but he was naturally 
pleased at its successful termination after all the previous mis-
fortunes that the Avro firm had borne in such good spirit, and had 
in mind merely the finishing of ihe flight safely, but in good style. 

"Flight" Copyright. 

K e y m a p i l lus t ra t ing the flight of t he A v r o biplane wh ich 
t e rmina ted in the sp i ra l d ive. Inse t on a larger scale is a 
lettered d i ag ra m of the dive to w h i c h reference is made in 

the text. 
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Of the many important and interesting aspects of the case, one is 
obviously related to the value of flying high. But for the room 
available for the fall, disaster was unavoidable. For the first 100 ft. 
the descent was normal, but, afterwards, acceleration to something 
in the order of 90 m.p.h. (speed suggested by de Havilland) took 
place, and the machine fell about 450 ft. whilst more or less out of 
control—which is a lesson those who have not yet learnt would do 
well to bear in mind. 

The next and most important point is that affecting the popular 
-discussion on the proper method of recovering from side-slip in the 
air, particularly with reference to ruddering inwards and ruddering 
outwards in emergency. In the first place it is necessary to differen-
tiate between the present circumstances and a side-slip in the incipient 
stage as ordinarily understood. A side-slip (which means the 
machine slips inwards), is caused, fundamentally, by over banking, 
insufficient speed and a < abre attitude (tail down), may be incidental 
to the occurrence. Ruddering inwards in such an emergency, brings 
the machine on to its accidental line of motion in a flying attitude 
(instead of sideways), and promotes a dive, from which the pilot 
obtains both the position and the velocity necessary to recovery. 

In Parke's dive, the machine was not side slipping in the above 
sense (even supposing that the term could properly be applied to 
any phase of the occurrence) when ruddering outwards proved so 
marvellously effective. It was flying on a true helix of an excessively 
steep pitch, and to obtain a proper understanding of the effects pro-
duced it is necessary to have a clear mental picture of the tail in its 
line of flight. It is illustrated diagrammatically in the sketch. The 
elevator is hard up and the rudder hard over to the pilot's left. In 
common with the rest of the machine the tail as a whole has a 
spiral motion downwards through space, but leans inwards some-
what towards the centre of the vertical path in such a way as might 
produce a side-slip if the machine lacked velocity. 
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The present position of the rudder (to the pilot's left) supports 
the tail, and as the speed increases tends to make it cruise round 
outwards after the nose of the machine, thus turning the machine 
still more about its vertical pivot, increasing the steepness of the 
dive, and also, by maintaining the outer wing at its high velocity, 
accentuating the bank. 

By throwing the rudder over to the right, this accentuation of the 
centrifugal action of the tail is checked, and a virtual acceleration oi 
the inside main wing tip takes place in consequence, so that the 
machine tends to change its spiral direction of motion into a straight 
line, and at the same time to recover its lateral trim. These 
conditions at once release the elevator from the neutralising influences 
that have rendered it inoperative, and being already hard up it brings 
the machine on to an even keel at that high speed with extreme 
rapidity. The warp was not used consciously at this time ; the 
wheel could have been turned with one hand, but Parke thinks he 
did not do so ; i.e., the entire phenomenon is related to elevator and 
rudder action only. 

Such is the gist of the explanation as we argued it on this occasion, 
and I believe the others who were party to the discussion are in 
agreement therewith, unless I have misunderstood their meaning on 
any point. There was a question as to whether the draught off the 
rudder being directed on to one half of the divided elevator could 
have exercised an appreciable torque through the backbone of the 
machine, first to increase the bank and afterwards to reduce it, but 
there seemed absolutely no evidence one way or the other on the 
subject. Later, it was suggested that the machine might have made 
an automatic recovery, such as models do when launched vertically 
from the hand, but here it seems necessary to remember that a 
model is in the process of picking up its flying speed, whereas in 
this case the phenomenon is related to an occurrence that took place 
when the flying speed had been far exceeded. If it were it would 

have been a most extraordinary coincidence, for the 
response of this machine to the right-hand swing of the 
rudder was instantaneous and indeed with only 50 ft. 
to go, it would have been quite useless otherwise. 

Yes, on the whole I think we may consider it a 
genuine practical lesson in aeroplane control, and 
one, moreover, of the most important order. There 
has been endless discussion on this very subject and 
much conflicting opinion, but no one is voluntarily 

P u g T a m m ^ i t akeVck ot 
AVfcc'K-me. o r sVce^s 
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T h e above sketch w a s drawn from a paper model of a monoplane, as It 
Is exceedingly difficult to convey an Impression of a spiral path and 
banking in one v i ew , and at the same time to s h o w the position of the 
controls. In Parke's dive, the machine w a s an Avro tractor biplane. T h e 
elevator wa s hard up, and the rudder hard over to the pilot's left at first 
and eased off half w a y later. A s a last resource, wi th in 5 0 ft. of the 
ground the pilot ruddered hard over in the opposite direction, i.e., outwards, 
which instantly brought the machine on to a level keel and in lateral 
trim. T h e engine w a s working on open throttle all the t ime and the 
warp w a s normal. T h e pilot had one hand only on the control (the 
other being placed on the body strut to steady himself), -which w a s drawn 
right back against h i s chest to elevate, and although he could have 
warped by turning the wheel w i th one hand, he did not consciously do so. 
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going to risk losing control of his machine in mid-air 
for the sake of demonstrating the facts. Now that 
it has happened to Lieut. Parke by accident, and he 
is safely through it to tell the tale, let no one forget 
the rule to '* rudder outwards from a spiral dive 
that has already acquired a high velocity." 

In conclusion, a word to the credit of the Avro 
biplane and Green engine. That the machine with-
stood the strain of flattening out at 90 m.p.h., or 
thereabouts, is no more than any pilot has a right to 
expect of any machine. Nothing must break in mid-
air, and nothing did break. That it recovered in 
the long run is at least evidence in support of the 
design. The tail is the same on Parke's machine as 
on the Avro biplanes supplied to the Army, which 
are fitted with Gnome engines ; but two of those 
machines have been refitted, by instruction, with 
larger tails than the designers and pilot consider 
necessary, although they see no objection to their 
use. One of the Army Avros still has the original tail. 

By the courtesy of the firm, a scale drawing of 
the machine is reproduced on another page. 

From this drawing the general lines of the 
machine and proportions of the surfaces are self-
evident. The fuselage at backbone is entirely 
surfaced and rectangular; its sides narrow to a 
knife edge at the rudder-post, and present a con-
siderable vertical surface to the wind. It appears, 
however, that this fin effect is balanced on either 
side of the vertical pivot about which the machine 
naturally swings in space, because Lieut. Parke has 
found no tendency for it to be slewed off its course 
either into or out of the wind. 

This is an important consideration, because the 
large extent of the surface thus presented by the 
backbone, which is most easily arranged this way 
as a natural extension of the cabin-body, was thought 
to be a possible source of trouble in windy weather. 
Under normal conditions the machine takes a natural 
bank when turning ; its wings have a large dihedral 
angle and are quite rigid in the ribs. Equal-siaed 
spars are used. 

In winds the machine appears to be very steady 
and weatherly. A.E.B. 
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